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OPPOSES EXPENSIVE BUILDING

The Court House Question

PRICE FIVE CENTS
RED CROSS REPORT

Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 17.—Southern
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can Red Cross sees a veritable tricourt house The Pilot asked Mr. McLauchlin, of the board, what the com- topic that is interesting a good The men who are against the ex- umph of the Red Cross cause in Dixie
missioners had in mind regarding a many of the people of the county, pense of a new building say it as a result of reports from every secDifferent plans have been tion of the Division on the results of
new building. He said that they had and as far as The Pilot has heard can.
proposed
for repairing the old early Roll Call activity.
gone over every phase of it rather the expression of sentiment the
The South, these reports indicate,
fully, and were not decided as to advocates of repairing the old building, and the backers of that
what should be done. He doubted the building appear to have shown plan argue that if a contract is is keenly alive to the importance of
When men let for repairing the old struc- the peace time program of the orwisdom of trying to repair the old the strong hand.
building unless it can be done for less like John R. McQueen, J. R. Page, ture at say thirty thousand dol- ganization, and the response to the apmoney than he thinks likely, and he Leonard Tufts, J. L. Phillips and lars the contract will get it done peal of The Greatest Mother is beis not favorable to a costly building others of their standing in the for that money and the plan will lieved ample assurance that the work
that would run up to $150,00C. But county, say emphatically that be thoroughly understood be- now being attempted will be carried
he hopes that by using judgment in they are against a movement to fore the work begins, and on throughout the coming year and
the adoption of a plan a good build- spend a hundred to a hundred whether it will be suitable far possibly extended so that every coming, thoroughly fitted for the purpose, and fifty thousand dollars in a the demands of the courts and munity in the Division will feel and
can be put up for not less than $75, new court house, it is evident the county work will be known know its benefits.
This has been made possible solely
000 and possibly more, but not to ex- there is a reason for looking into before the work is awarded.
The Pilot does not assume to through the whole-hearted co-operaceed $100,000. He favors a new lo- the subject fully. John McQueen
cation if a new building is put up, is a man who is known to be un- know which is the better plan, tion of people in every walk of life
and says that three or four sites have selfish in his work for the coun- but it does think the commis- throughout the section. Big business
been under discussion. But nothing ty. He has been identified with sioners will make no mistake in has recognized the benefits that acwill be done until the next meeting road and school work for so iong listening with patience to the crue to it from participation in Red
of the board, and he does not care that he is looked upon as a arguments of the men on both Cross activity and the response has
to predict what will be done then, as patron saint of Moore county sides, for it is one of the basic been generous, and organized labor
he says the matter is still one of welfare. He argues that a much principles of democratic govern- has been no less quick to grasp the
doubt. He thinks the court will in- smaller sum of money would ment that the people are right. opportunity to aid a cause that is one
No measure can survive that is of the prime factors in olir national
sist that some steps must be taken to make the old building good
not backed by popular approval, life in adding strength and force to
make the present building safe or enough for any uses, and he has
and no movement can die that the masses.
provide a new one, and is glad to had considerable knowledge of
has the backing of the people. In fact, practically every labor leadhear the opinion of the people, and buildings and uses.—
It is possible the county needs Sometimes the people appear to er in the South has not only enrolled
will try to decide to the best of his
have the wrong end of the stick, himself as a Red Cross member, but
ability when the time comes to cast a new court house, and it is
but instead of flying in the face has given his enthusiastic endorsea vote on the subject. Personally he possible it can get along with reof popular demand it is far bet- ment of the Red Cross program.
does not incline to a building built for modeling the old one. The courts
ter to either undertake to win The doctrine of Red Cross service
show, but to one that is strictly prac- have instructed the commissionthe people or to accept their ver- has been preached from hundreds of
tical and economical. But Mr. Mc- ers to make some change that
dict, for in the long run they evangelical pulpits in the South, and
Lauchlin says it will not be a very will increase the safety and the
will be found right.
at the same time it has been made the
big load on the people to build a convenience of the present buildThis
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subject of endorsement from prelate
court house that would cost $75,000.
new
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and priest, in church and in synaThe interest on that money is $4,500
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gogue.
a year, or about 25 cents for each in- be nice the advocates of repairbut
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ing
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In fact, the co-operation has been
habitant of the county, a sum that
Never
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people
of
this
cost,
and
to
the
many
calls
for
as widespread as the cause to which
will not be felt very severely by any
one. He says now is probably as money, while the taxpayers are country taxed as they are now. it is given. As a result Division
good a time to build as we are likely protesting against the tax that To be sure never were they get- Headquarters officials predict that deting so much for their taxes, and spite the uncertainties of the times,
to see, for he believes materal is about is already paid.
We may as well all recognize never have they got so much for the South will smash all its records
as low as it is apt to be.
that the day of small taxes and the money in any way as they for response to the annual appeal of
small public facilities has gone get now from their taxes. But this great national organization.
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must pay more. If we want to states in sheafs, and if any man history in the Kansas territory back
pay less we must be content to thinks that repudiation of state in the early eighties, and whose name
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must be empowered to gather in ment in the South he can with characters who frequented that
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days ago a bond issue of $100, to pay taxes more freely now and then went to New York City. He
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000 was sold for road purposes, than ever because we are the died as sporting editor of a big paper
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and we have to consider that, wealthiest nation in the world there, and "with his boots on." His
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er nation has ever been. But a story of the days when red-blooded
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